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Dance Industry taken by storm with the launch of the demi barre

Demi & Co. today announced the launch of its innovative patented product the demi barre. After three years of
development and trials, the demi barre is taking the dance industry by storm as a way to engage dancers young and old in
being able to practice in any location.

"It’s amazing to see that the results of our hard work over so many years have now finally become a reality,'' said founder
and CEO Kerry Swain, who was an original Australian cast member of The Phantom of the Opera starring Anthony Warlow.
"As a dance teacher myself, it is always a challenge to get dancers to practice at home; the demi barre has proven a great
and fun way to achieve this".

Weighing just over half a kilo, the demi barre is designed to be portable and fit quickly, safely and securely into any
doorway, providing a perfect ballet barre or exercise barre workout for dancers and fitness enthusiasts.

"It was Kerry's passion about the demi barre, and the fact that no-one in the entire global dance industry had ever thought
of this before, that made me want to be a part of bringing this incredible product to life" said co-founder and backer Damien
Chambers who, like Kerry, appeared in many professional musicals both here in Australia and in Europe. "The response from
dance schools to date has been incredible with pre-orders looking to be in the hundreds. In addition, we have sales reps
throughout Europe, Asia and the USA so it’s all very exciting”.

The demi-barre's launch coincides with the launch of the Sydney Dance Expo where it is being showcased. The demi barre is
now on sale through www.thedemibarre.com .

About Demi & Co. Pty Ltd

Founded in 2018 by dance professional Kerry Swain and her husband Fred, serial entrepreneur Damien Chambers and
XSallarate MD Campbell Sallabank, Demi & Co. has launched with its high-profile product the demi barre. The business has
been established to provide innovative dance products to revolutionise the industry.

See www.thedemibarre.com or contact damien@thedemibarre.com for all media/press enquiries.

the demi barre is the world’s first compact portable ballet barre that fits 
easily and securely into any door frame.
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